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L INTRODUCTION

Purvose of Facility

The positron beam line at the Oak Ridge Electron Linear Accelerator (ORELA) is
designed to produce intense beams of mono-energetic positrons for research. The areas of
application are shown below:

Analytical Chemistry
Positron Ionization Mass Spectrometry
Positron Microscopy
Positron Lifetime Spectroscopy
Doppler Broadening Spectroscopy

Material Science

Low-energy Positron Diffraction
Angular Correlation of Annihilation Radiation
Thin Film Oxide Superconductors

High-energy Physics
Search for Axions

Biological Science
Positron-induced Mutation of DNA

The beam line has been designed to produce multiple beams of variable energy positrons either
in pulsed or pseudo.continuous mode. Additional equipment will be used to form high-quality
microbeams for microscopy or other applications.

Technical Considerations

This facility is operated in conjunction with the ORELA, which is a linear electron
accelerator having the following characteristics:

1. Electron energy ffi 150 MeV.
2. Beam power = 0 - 60 kW.
3. Pulse width ffi 6.20 nsec.
4. Pulse repetition rate ffi 0 - 800 Hz.
5. Normal target is water-cooled Tantalum.
6. Other target is Beryllium block with Ta converter.

The ORELA is operated by the Engineering Physics and Mathematics Division for the generation
of neutrons via the gamma-ray induced photo-ejection process at a gamma energy above 10 MeV
as shown in Figure 1 (from Ref.l). The gamma-raysexiting the back of the normal Ta target as
forward-scatteredbremsstrahlungexhibit a spectrum which peaks between 10 and 20 MeV. These
gamma-rays form a tight cone which is approximately 5 cm in diameter at a distance of 15 cm from
the back of the Ta target. Figure 2 shows the intensity of induced radioactivity in a Ni metal foil
which was placed over the positron moderator assembly and exposed to the gamma-ray
bremsstrahlung.



Figure 1. Photon cross sections as a 5mction of energy.



Figure 2. Induced 57Co activity distribution.



The positron converter/moderator assembly is placed behind the Ta target to intercept a
large fraction of the forward-scatteredgammas. The active component of the system consists of
an arrayof Tungsten (W) metal plates arranged so that the gammas must traverse more than 2
radiation lengths. Gamma-rayswhose energy ex_ 1.02 MeV are capable of being converted
into positron-electron pairs in the vicinity of an atomic nucleus of high Z as shown in Figure 1.
The efficiency of this process is higherat higher energy (2-5 MeV) and the two particles created
will carryoff the excess photon energyas kinetJcenergy in the forward-scattereddirection. Thus,
the energy spectrum of these 'fast' positrons will peak at 2-4 MeV.

Tungsten metal which is pure and annealed at a high-temperature (1800-230ff' C) will
remoderate the high-energy positrons and emit them at 2.7 eV in a direction normal to the metal
surface. This property of W is a consequence of its negative work function for po;itrons. The
low-energy or 'slow' positrons can then be accelerated by an applied potential of 1000-10000 V and
guided by a solenoidal magnetic field of I0 to 100 Gauss over long distances.

A positron is the anti-particle of an electron and will annihilate to give 2 or 3 gamma-ray
quanta whose total energy equals the rest mass of both particles plus their kinetic and potential
energies ( approx. 1.02 MeV ). These gamma-raysare most conveniently detected at an energyof
0.511 MeV using a Nal(TI) scintillation detector and Multichannel Analyzer forspectral collection
and read-out.

Scope of this Report

This report will contain details of the construction and operation of the positron beam
line. Special procedures which are performed on a less frequent basis will also be described.
Appendices will contain operating instructions for experiments wl_ichmake use of the positron
beam and are connected to the beam line. Finally, a review of safety-related considerations will
be presented.
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II. CONSTRUCTION OF BEAM LINE

Overall Layout

Figure 3 shows the overall schematic of the positron beam line. Details of its construction
will be discussed below.

Moderator Assembly

The current moderator (Model 3) consists of 20 annular discs of tungsten metal (W) 0.020
rech thick, separated by 0.040 inch Al spacers arranged in a conical array to intercept the gamma-
ray bremsstrahlung. The gamma-rays strike the assembly from the side and slow positrons are
extracted from the open end of the cone. The arrangement of the plates in the Model 3
moderator is shown in Figure 4. The W plates are designed to absorb energy from the gamma-ray
bremsstrahlung (15% of the ORELA power) or from direct bombardment by the ORELA electron
beam at power levels up to 10 kW. For this reason, the plates are in intimate thermal contact
with the water-cooled Al housing. The cooling water (at 25° C) is taken from the ORELA target
cooling system and is monitored with a flowmeter (rotameter) which provides an interlock to the
ORELA console. Loss of cooling water to the moderator assembly will shut down the accelerator.

The moderator plates aremounted in a nose,piece which is connected via a 4 inch Al pipe
and 8 inch AI conflat flange to the end of the Target Room Solenoid (TRS). An additional
solenoid is wrapped on a form and mounted around the 4 inch pipe to extend the axial magnetic
field of the TRS to the point of formation of the positrons at the W plates. This coil is wound
from 1/16 inch Al wire with steatite insulators for resistance to the high neutron and gamma flux
in the target room ( the Al conflat flange requires a special AI gaskef:;use of a Cu gasket will ruin
the knife.edge).

TarrierRoom Solenoid

The TRS consists of an evacuated 4 inch diameter Al pipe which is 12 feet long and is
wound with 1/16 inch Al wire insulated by steatite beads. This assembly is then enclosed in a 6
inch Al pipe with an 8 inch Al conflat flange at the target room end and an 8 inch boss at the 5-
meter station end. Because of heat generated by the solenoid (up to 500 W), the space between
the two Al pipes is cooled by pulling ambient air through a set of baffles at a rate of 200 elm. The
boss on the 5-meter station end is held in a flange and sealed with a viton O-ring to maintain the
target room vacuum ( approx. 1 torr). The boss is drilled to allow passage of 3/8 inch Al tubing
for the moderator cooling water and 1/4 inch Al tubing inside 3/8 inch quartz tubing for the
electrical power to the nose-piece solenoid. The 5-meter station end of the boss incorporates a
groove into which two Al plates are clamped to provide stand-off capability for positioning the
TRS and resisting the fore,e of the target room vacuum. The TRS is positioned at a 5 degree angle
relative to the axis of Flight Path 3 so that the moderator end misses the ORELA target by about
6 inches.
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Figure 4. Positron converter assembly.
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TRS Carriage and Shielding

The 'IRS is attached to a I inch thick Cu plate which tides on top of another 1 inch thick
Cu plate. Both plates have imbedded rollers made of steel and are designed so that the lower
plate rolls in the direction parallel to the axis of the "IRS and the upper plate can swivel to
provide the 5 degree tilt mentioned above. The upper plate incorporates a cam that swivels the
TRS as it is pulled out of the target room to avoid damage to the nose-piece. Copper was chosen
for the plates for its neu:ron shielding ability. For additional neutron and gamma shielding, an
array of Pb bricks is mounted along one side of the TRS and two sets of Pb plates are attached
to the "IRS to block line-of.sight radiation when the TRS is in place and tilted. These two sets
of Pb plates must be added or removed at the 5-meter station when the 'IRS is inserted or
removed from the target room.

Target Room Fiance and Stand-Off

A 1-inch thick Al flange is used to seal the TRS into the pipe leading into the target
room. lt is truncated on the bottom to accommodate the table for the 5.meter station coils. A
set of 4 5/8 inch threaded rods are screwed into this flange to provide an adjustable stand-off for
positioning the TRS. This also prevents the TRS from being sucked into the target room by the
vacuum there.

Air Blower and Pipework

Air is pulled through the 'IRS tc_cool the solenoid coils. The inlet air enters through a
filter assembly attached to a manifold on the side of the "IRS. On the opposite side of the 'IRS
a similar manifold is connected to :3inch diameter Al pipe which is connected eventually to a roots
blower. The output of the roots blower goes via 3 inch Al pipe to a HEPA filter and is exhausted
into the 5-meter station. The electrical power for the blower (220 V - 3 phase) is controlled by
a circuit breaker in the Electron Room. Plans are underway to install an interlock to prevent
operation of the "IRS solenoid should this blower system fail.

Pulser and Pulser Feed.Through

High voltage pulses are generated by a Thyratron tube and applied to a 3 inch diameter
Ai pipe which extends the length of the 'IRS and terminates with a Mo grid which is 1 inch from
the open end of the W moderator plates. The other end of this pipe is attached to a SS pipe
welded into a 10 inch flange at the 5-meter station. A Set of two ferrite discs surround the SS pipe
at the point of attachment to the flange. These serve to terminate the pulse and allow it to
propagate to the target room end. A thin water-cooled Ai plate is sandwiched between the ferrite
discs but the water connections are blanked off due to an accident which damaged the inner
tubing. The pulser high-voltage feed-through is mounted on a 2 3/4 inch vonflat flange and
contact is made with the pulser tube via a spring.loaded contact.

5-Meter Bending Coils and Ion Pump #1

At the 5-meter station the positron beam must follow an S-shaped path to c_rrect for the
5 degree tilt of the "IRS and to remove line-of-sight for _he neutrons and gamma-rays coming from
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the target room. This path is accomplished with 6 individual solenoids mounted in an S-shaped
configurationl The solenoids are 12 inches inside diameter and 3 inches long. They are bolted
to a movable AMplate and connected at the tops by 1/4 inch threaded rods. The vacuum piF_work
incorporates two SS bellows at either end and a SS Tee in the center which is connected to Ion
Pump #1 and held in place by a bracket. Ali connections are by 6 inch conflat ranges. A 6 inch
long nipple is coenected to the pulser assembly containing 4 mini-conflat flanges for inserting an
electron gun or other beam diaguostic devices.

,

18-Foot Solenokl

The wall between the 5-meter station and the Electron Room is 15 feet thick and is
traversed by two 9-foot straight solenoids connected together to make one 18-foot solenoid. The
solenoidal coils are, wound directly around the 4 inch SS pipe and horizontal and vertical
correction coils are also provided. Connections to the 18-foot solenoid are by 6 inch conflat
flanges at both ends. The solenoid is bolted to an Al plate which rides in a PVC pipe of slightly
smaller diameter than the steel pipe through the Electron Room wall.

Electron Room Solenoids

Three large diameter solenoids are used to maintain the transport field after the positrons
exit the 18-foot solenoid. These are placed before the pipe leading to Ion Pump #2, between the
ion pump and the gate valve, and between the gate valve and the deflector chamber. They are not
fixed in piace and ride on the Al track. ',

Ion Pump #2

The second ion pump is attached to a SS Tee which is connected to the end of the 18-foot
solenoid.

Gate Valve

A 6 inch gate valve is located between Ion Pump #2 and the deflector chamber and allows
the experimental apparatus in the Electron Room to be isolated from the beam line while
modifications are made.

Deflector Chamber,and C_opump

A large SS chamber is located at the end of the beam line. In certain conligurations it
contains the ¢_eflector assembly for the 3000 eV positrons and is pumped by a Cryotorr-7
cryopump mounted on top of the chamber. _Vnedeflector assembly consists of input and output
lenses, input and output grids, and deflector electrodes. All voltages for these elements are
supplied by 4 high-voltage power supplies and multi-output divider panels. The input and output
lenses consist of AI cylinders cut into 4 quadrantsand mounted in Teflon holders. The quadrants
are individually controlled by a potentiometer in the divider panels and the voltages applied range
from 0 to +2500 V. The input and output grids are made of hexagonal Mo mesh (85%
transmissive) and are aiso mounted in Teflon holders at the entrance and exit of the deflector
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plates. The grids are typically biased -2500 V. The deflector consists of an inner curved plate and
a matching outer plate with flat top and bottom electrodes ali made of Al and mounted in Teflon
holders. The, inner plate is held at ground potential while the outer plate is held at +4000 to 5000
V to deflect 3000 eV positrons. The top and bottom plates are held at + 1000 to 2500 V. Ali
electrical connections to the deflector assembly enter t_lechamber from a flange on the bottom.

Roughing Pump

A rotary w_cuumpump provides rough vacuum to evacuate the beam line and to back the
turbopumps on the mass spect,'ometer, lt is connected to sorption traps arid is equipped with a
thermocouple vacuum gauge. Dry nitrogen from a cylind-.rcan be admitted to the system through
an inlet valve. F'teuablepl_,_ticand rubber ho_es atc used to connect the rough pump to the beam
line.
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IIL OPERATING INSTRUCFIONS

Introduction

The safe operation of the beam line involves a number of mechanical, electrical and
vacuum components which will be described below. Interlocks have been installed to protect
certain coml_nents , but the ultimate protection of the system rests with the operator's knowledge
of and attention to the detailed working instructions and precautions.

Nosepiece Cooline Water

The nosepiece containing the primary moderator assembly is cooled by water flowing
through cooling channels in the nosepiece housing. The water comes from the same supply which
serves the ORELA target(s) and any in_,erruption in the flow will shut down the accelerator. The
flow of water to the positron nosepiece passes through a flowmeter which is interlocked to the
ORELA console. Cooling of the nosepiece is strictly only nece,ssary in case of high-power (50-60
kW) operation or when the electron beam is allowed to directly impinge on the nosepiece. Under
normal conditions (10 kW), the gamma.ray energy from the Ta target would not cause serious
heating of the nosepiece with no water cooling.

Air Cooline to Tareet Room Solenoid

The air coolingsuppliedto theTRS is essentialwheneverthe coilsare energized.Typical
powerdissipationin theTRS is200-300W whichcouldleadto severeheatinganddamagein the
absenceof air cooling. Therefore,the blowermustb',:turned on beforeturningon thepowerto
the TRS. An interlocksystembasedon a pressuresensorat the inlet to the TRS will be installed
in the future.

Solenoid Power Suppli_

In addition to the TRS power supply, there are 20 other power supplies for the remaining
solenoids and correction coils in the beam line system. These are turned on by switching on the
circuit brt,akers in the distribution box. The current and voltage controls of these supplies are not
changed from their previous aperating positions, thus allowing a quick return to near-optimum
settings. There are basically rwe modes of operation of the solenoids; transport of the 3000 eV
positrons (the low-energy component) and transport of the 100 kev positrons (the high-energy
beam). The low-energy beam conditions require moderate-to-low currents on the transport
solenoids. Typical values are 6-10 A per coil for the 5-meter and Electro n Room solenoids, with
the TRS somewhat higher and the correction coils somewhat lower. For the high-energy beam,
much higher currents must be used in the 5-meter and Electron Room solenoids (10-20 A) which
may cause a problem of excess power consumption and tripping of the circuit breakers.
Redistribution of the power may be necessary to balance the load under these conditions. The
maximum high-energy beam can present radiation safety proble_n,s- see Appendix 2.
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Pulser Power Supplies

The pulser system consists of a Thyratron tube and its associated power supplies as shown
in Figure 5. The low.voltage supplies which control the filament (7.5 A), bias (80 V), keep-alive
(60 mA) and reservoir (1 A) must be turned on first to allow a 5-10 minute warm-up period.
After ali 4 of these supplies reach their operating currents th_.pulser high voltage (400 V) and
thyratron high voltage (5 kV) can be turned on. In addition, the pulse generator power must be
turned on. Ali supplies except the pulser and thyratron high voltage power supplies can be left
turned on at the end of the day and the drcuit breakers used to turn them off. This permits a
quick restart the next day. The timing adjustment of the pulse is described under Diagnostic,
below.

Deflector and Einzel Lens System

The transport of the 3000 eV positron beam into the TOF mass spectrometer has been
accomplished by the beam deflector and einzel lens system located in the electron room. The high
voltage power supplies for this consist of a Def_,ectorHVPS (+5 kV), an Einzel Element HVPS
(+3 kV) connected to 2 banks of potentiometers for individual steering control, and a Grid HVPS
(-3 kV) which supplies the input and output grids to the einzel lenses. Voltages for the top and
bottom plates of the deflector assembly are also supplied by the Einzel Element HVPS. The Inner
Deflector element is grounded.

A 100:1voltage dividersamples the pulser signal at the point at the 5-meter station where
it enters the vacuum system. This cable comes out in the Electron Room and is connected to an
oscilloscope for monitoring and adjustment of the pulser voltage and timing. The timing is set in
the following way:

1. With the Thyratron HV off, vertical sensitivity = 50 mV/div, time base - 100
nsec/div.

2. Adjust horizontal position of o'scope trace until "hash"from ORELA starts in th_
center of the screen.

3. Reset vertical sensitivity to 5 V/div.

4. Turn on thyratron HV to 5 kV and observe negative pulse of approx. 30
amplitude (-3000 V). Adjust timing potentiometer 1 until pulse is centered in
o'scope screen. This is close to the optimum position, but fine adjustment will
still be necessary using the actual positron signal. See lower part of Figure 6.

The positron beam can be detected with a CEMA detector mounted in the direct beam
(with the deflector removed) or in the TOF mass spectrometer source housing with the deflector
in operation. The input of the CEMA should be -3500 to -4200 V and the anode (phosphor
screen) can be connected to the picoammeter or the oscilloscope. In any case, the anode must be
connected to ground or charging and loss of the image will occur. On the oscilloscope the full
3000 eV beam will appear as a negative pulse 10-20 nsec wide and 0.5 to 2 V in amplitude which
follows the earliest signal (ORELA flash) by approx. 300 _ as shown in Figure 6. There may
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FIGURE 6. Slow positron pulse (upper)
synchronized with extraction
pulse (lower)



be other signals from positive ions (at long delays = 10 usec) or from scattered high-energy
positrons ( at delays of 10-100 nsec) but these should be of low intensity. With the CEMA anode
connected to the picoammeter, currents of 100-300 nA can be measured in the full beam with a
background current _rRs off) of 10-20% of the value. This background signal is from clark
current in the CEMA, zero offset in the picoammeter and high-energy positrons. The objective
of tuning the 3000 eV beam is to maximize the beam current while minimizing the background
signal. Several iterations of tuning the deflector and einzel lenses and the complete set of
solenoids must be completed to get the best 3000 eV beam. Once tuned up, the beam should not
drift by more than 20% per hour under normal conditions.

Vacuum System

The vacuum in the beam line is maintained by two Ion Pumps at a pressure below 1 x 10_
Torr. After extensive bombardment by the ORELA beam and long pumping without input of gas,
the pressure should reach 1 x 10a Torr or less. During mass spectrometry experiments, a target
gas is introduced into the ion source region at a pressure of up to 1 x 10" Torr for short times,
This results in a pressure of 1 to 5 x 10s Torr at the Ion Pumps. Over a period of 3-4 hours, the
temperature of the pumps reaches 40° C, as measured by the thermistor readout on lon Pump #2.
lt is then necessary to stop the introduction of gas and let the pumps cool for several hours.

The Cryopump must be periodically cycled to room temperature for changes in the mass
spectrometer hardware. This also serves to prevent accumulation of condensed gas which would
eventually cause poor pumping efficiL'._Jcy.The system must be vented with dry nitrogen gas to
prevent condensation of water vapor in the Cryopump. Restarting the Cryopump after venting
is accomplished by rough pumping the system to a cross-over pressure of 100 microns, followed
by turning on the compressor power, then the pump head power after a few seconds. The roughing
pump is then valved off to prevent back-streaming of pump oil.
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IV., SPECIAL PROCEDURES

Withdrawing Target Room Solenoid

lt is occasionally n_ry to move the 'IRS and nosepiece away from the ORELA target
but without removing the TRS completely from the target room. This is accomplished by
disconnecting the 5-meter station coils and pipework and sliding the TRS back by about 1 meter
into a special piece of tubing. The steps to be followed are listed below:

I. At least _ne week in advance, craft personnel must be scheduled. A pipcfitter (2
hours), an electrician (I hour), and 2 millwrights (4 hours each) are needed. In
addition, a health physicist will be needed intermittently for 4 hours.

2. The target room must be at atmospheric pressure and the electron target must
be down.

3. The beam line should be vented to atmospheric pressure with dry nitrogen (ion
pumps off).

4. The electrician should disconnect the electrical connections tc the nosepiece
solenoid, the 'IRS, and the corrector coils.

5. The pipefitter should disconnect the blower pipe and inlet air filter, as well as the
cooling water lines - observing proper radioactive procedures.

6. Next the pipefitter removes the bolts connecting the TRS to the 5-meter
pipework and the 5-meter pipework to the Electron Room Solenoid. He should
also remove the 2 3/4 inch flange holding the pulser feedthrough.

7. The "IRS is then pushed into the target room carefully to expose the end of the
pulser tube. The inner shaft of the feedthrough is unscrewed and the pulser tube
rotated and disengaged.

8. The extension table for the 5-meter pipework is attached to the platform and the
5-meter pipework and coils are carefully moved out of position and onto the
extension table. Extreme caution is needed to avoid damaging the pulser tube or
its insulators.

9. The brackets and push-off bolts for the "IRS as well as the O-ring retainer ring,
O-ring, and flange holding the "IRS are removed.

10. The 'IRS can then be pulled out of the target room and into _he4 foot extension
tube which is clamped to the flange which exits the target room. A retaining
cable is attached to the end of the "IRS to keep it from rolling back into the
target room. The end of this cable is fed through a hole in the blank-off flange
and secured with a clamp. The hole is then sealed with Q-wax.

11. The end of the Electron Room Solenoid is blanked off.
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Replacement of Nosepiece

Due to long-term degradation of the W moderator plates in the primary moderator
assembly, it will be necessary to periodically replace the nosepiece. This can be most conveniently
done inside the target room, with the main difficulty caused by high radiation levels there. The
main points of this procedure are detailed i_elow:

1, The schedule for nosepiece replacement should be chosen to minimize the
radiation level inside the target room. The positron moderator can reach 1-2
R/ht at contact and a period of cooling for several weeks or months out of the
ORELA beam should be arranged before replacement. If possible, the ORELA
target should also be cooled by low-power operation, holiday shut.downs, or
extensive maintenance (replacement).

2. In advance, schedule a pipefitter and a health physicist for 4 hours each. Obtain
a Radiation Work Permit for the pipefitter and a positron researcher.

3. The positron beam line should be vented with dry nitrogen, the target room
should also be vented and opened.

4. Arrange ali tools, pipe fittings and a bag for the old moderator before entering
the target room.

5. Remove water pipe connections to old nosepiece.

6. Remove bolts and nuts holding nosepiec_ to TRS and carefully remove old
nosepiece. Place it in plastic bag for disposal and remove it from target room.

7. Install new nosepiece and make new water connections.

8. Turn on target water pump to check for leaks and begin vacuum pumping on
beam line to check for vacuum leaks before sealing targe', room and raising
ORELA target.

Replacement ofNosepiece at 5-Meter Station

In the event that the nosepiece cannot be replaced in the ta_'getroom, it will be necessary
to pull it back to the 5-meter station. This involves an additional number of steps:

1. Arrange for a pipefitter (4 hours), an electrician (2 hours), and 2 millwrights (8
hours each), as well as a health physicist.

2. Vent the beam line with dry nitrogen, vent the target room and lower the
ORELA target,

3. Disconnect the electrical connections to the TRS and the pulser feedthrough.

4. Remove any components from the main beam line in the Electron Room which
will interfere with moving it back by 8-9 feet.
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5. Disconnect the 5-meter pipew_rk and roll it onto the extension table as described
under "WithdrawingTRS', above.

'_

6. Remove the retainer bracket, O.ring and flange from the TRS and install the
bridge plate. Adjust the height of the bridge plate with the leveling bolts.

7. In the Electron Room, use a come-along to withdraw the Electron Room
Solenoids from the Electron Room wall by the maximum amount (9 feet). Be
careful to avoid sideways slip or torque of the beam tube.

8. Withdrawthe TRS at the 5-meter station until the first set of Pb and Cu plates
can be removed. Continue to withdraw the TRS and remo_¢ the second set of
shielding plates. As the "IRS is withdrawn, it will be ne.c_sary to re-adjust the
height of the bridge plate to compensate for thz different angles of the pipes in
the Target Room and Electron Room walls.

9. When the TRS is close to clearing the Target Room wail, some Pb bricks may be
necessary to shield personnel from the radiation coming from the old nosepiece.

10. The pipefittercan then remove the water connections to the nosepiece (caution -
radioactive water) and the nosepiece itself. The nosepiece should be bagged and
disposed of as high-level radioactive waste.

11. The pipefitter can now install the new nosepiece and water fittings.

12. The TRS is then pushed back into the target room, replacing the Pb and Cu
shielding plates. The O-ring and push-off bracketare re-installed and the 5-meter
pipework is replaced. Ali vacuum, water, and electrical connections are replaced.

References
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APPENDIX 1

cP

Tune,.of-Flight Mass Spectrometer

Construction and Operation

The TOFMS as used in positron ionization experiments (Figure Al-l) consisted
of an ion source, a flight tube, anda detector along with associatedvacuum and electronic
equipment. A detailed description is given below:

1. A pipe exits the Deflector Chamber of the positron beam line at a 60 degree
angle to the beam axis. The 3000 eV positrons are guided through this pipe by the exit
einzel lens of the deflector system and by an axial magnetic field produced by 3 coils of
40 turns each which are wound around the 6 inch flanges attached to the pipe. The
magnetic field strength is approximately 5 Gauss/Amp and the typical field used for
positron transport is 60 G.

2. This pipe is attached to a 6 inch cube which holds the TOFMS ion source. The
ion source is mounted on a 6 inch conflat flange by means of 1/4 inch Al rods. The
materials of construction for tile ion source are non-ferrous and ali surfaces exposed to
the low-energy (<1 eV) positrons are Cu plated and sprayed with Aquadag (colloidal
graphite) to reduce surface charging effects.

3. The ion source comists of positron optical elements and ion optical elements
attached to a brass block. The 3000 eV positrons enter the chamber and strike a 1000
Angstrom thick W film which remoderates them and ejects positrons with 2.7 eV in the
forward direction. A Mo grid (85% transmission) facing the transmission moderator is
normally biased +5 V but a negative pulse of 100 nsec duration is applied when the
positrons arrive to lower this bias to 0 V, thus admitting low-energy positrons into the
source block. A constant bias of 0 to -3 V is applied to the moderator to select the actual
energy (relative to ground) of the positrons passing through the grid. This represents a
crude retarding grid energy analyzer.

4. The low-energy positrons are trapped in the source block by a combination ot
electrostatic potentials appliexlto the end grids (+5 xr) and an axial magnetic field of 50-
60 G. After a certain trapping time, the positrons can be ejected from the block and
focussed onto a CEMA detector by applyinga -100 V pulse to the positron exit grid. The
signal observed at the CEMA anode (phosphor screen) is proportional to the number of
positrons remaining in the trap at the time of ejection.

5. Positive ions formed by interactions between low-energy positrons and gas
molecules (at a pressure of 1 x 10_sto 1 x 10"4Torr) are extracted by applying a -250 V
pulse to the ion exit grid 1 for 2 usec after a trapping time of 10 to 100 usec (typically30
use,c). Simultaneously, a -300V pulse is applied to ion grid 2; ion grid 3 is held at a dc
potential of-1300 V and the inner flight tube is held at dc-3000 V. The pukes to ion
grids 1 and 2 are provided by a pulse generator ('Iq7., level) which drives two separate
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high-voltage pulse amplifiers based on 500 V transistors. These transistors are mounted
in a box close to the ion source flange.

6. The ions traverse the inner flight tube (1 meter) in 10 to 30 usec and strike the
input face of a CEMA operated at -4000 V. The anode signal from the phosphor screen
is fed into a pulse-forming preamplifier and used as the stop pulse in a time-to-digital
converter (TDC). ' The start pulse is provided by a pulse generator and is coincident with
the extraction pulse applied to ion grids 1 and 2. Eight TDC's are operated in ripple
fashion in order to record up to 8 ions per sweep of the mass spectrum. Sweeps are
repeated at the repetition rate of the ORELA (_rpically400 or 800 Hz). ,SeeFigure A1-2
for a block diagram of the detection and data handlingelectronics.

7. A typical mass spectral data acquisition -,ogram (run QMSTDC.EXE) consists
of 20 K to 200 K sweeps which at 800 Hz require 25 to 250 seconds. The final mass
spectrum consists of 500 char,nels (50 nsec per channel) and is stored on hard disk under
afile name XXXXX.TOF.

8. The sample inlet system consists of a sample bulb containing either liquid or gas
attached to a Granville-Phillips metcring valve. The outlet side of the valve is connected
with 1/4 inch plastic tubing to a 1/4 inch pipe on a 2 3/4 inch fltangeon the bottom of the
6 inch cube. The 1/4 inch pipe extends into the vicinity of the ion source block.

9. The vacuum s_tem for the TOFMS consists of two Balzers turbomolecular
pumps mounted over the ion source and ion detector. These pumps are backed by the
main rotary pump through plastic and rubber hoses. A thermocouple gauge reads the
backing pressure (typically80-100 microns) and an ion gauge cx_nnectedto the ion s'_urce
flange reads the high vacuum (base pressure 5 E-7 Torr).

10. In addition to the positron ionization mode, it is also I_._ssibleto use 70 eV
electrons for ionization. A W filament is mounted on the brass block with a Ta shield.

The filament can be floated by up to -3000 V relative to the l_hieldand block. A current
of 2-3 A through the filament heats it to 2000 degrees C and the electrons emitted are
accelerated toward the shield and pass through a 0.1 cm hole into the ionization region.
A Cu trap is mounted across from the electron gun and is electrically isolated so that the
electron current can be measured with a picoammeter.
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APPENDIX 2

Safety Consideratioas I

Introduction

t
A Facility He,zard Assessment has been performed for this facility (see Appendix

3) which concluded that the positron beam line represe_'s a Minor or Generally Accepted
hazard. A more detailed description of the various safety considerations is given below.

Radiation

The following are the sources and estimated intensities of radiation sources
associated with the positron beam line:

1. Target Room:

a. Neutrons from ORELA Ta target

The production of neutrons by the ORELA depends on the
conversion of electron energy (150 MeV) into gamma-ray
bremstrahlung, followed by photo-ejection of neutrons in the "giant
resonance" region of the energy sr_,etrum around 10 MeV. The
conversion efficiency from electrons to neutrons is estimated to be
7%, giving a maximum neutron production rate of 1 x 10TMper
second at 50 kW of ORELA power. From solid angle
considerations, the flux of neutrom arriving in the electron room
through any of the beam-pipes would be 0.01% of the total, or 1
x 101°neutrons per second at 50 kW.

b. Gamma and X-rays

The gamma-ray and X-ray intensity in the Target room is due to
prompt radiation produced while the ORELA beam is on as well
as background from induced radioactivity in the Ta target and
concrete walls. The background radiation field immediately after
shut-down i_ estimated to be 100 P._r at 1 meter from the target,
decaying to a value of 10 P.dhr at 1 meter in a few days. The
radiation produced while the accelerator is operating is due to
bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation and has been measured
to be 15% of the beam power. At 50 kW, the power going into
radiation is 7.5 kW, which represents a radiation field of 2 x 107
R/br at a distance of 1 meter.
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c. Induced activity in Positron Moderator

The W moderator vanes become radioactive due to photoejcction
of neutrons by the gamma ray bremsstrahlung. The isotope which
is produced in greatest quantity is mW with a half-life of 130 days
and a gamma ray energy of 1.83 MeV. With the ORELA
operating at 50 kW for one year, the activity induced in the W
vanes will equal 15 Ci. This represents a radiation field of 23 R/ht
at 1 meter away.

d. Target and Nosepiece cooling water

The cooling water to the Ta target and W moderator does not
be,come activatedwith radionuclidesof half-life longer than 1 hour.
However, as the Ta target ages, small particles containing
radioactive Ta may be carried with the cooling water until they are
trapped in one of two filters. The radiation level within 1 meter
of these filters is not allowed to exceed 1 P-tibrbefore they are
replaced. A Ta target which produces an excessive amount of
these particles must also be replaced.

2. 5-Meter Station

a. Neutrons from ORELA target

The fraction of neutrons produced in the target room which enter
Flight Path 3 can be estimated from solid angle comiderations to
be 0.2%, which gives a maximum value of 2 x 101_neutrons per
second at 50 kW of ORELA power. This value wou_d be valid if
there were no beam line components or Pb shadow bar in the pipe.
The presence of these components will reduce the neutron flux
considerably.

b. Gamma and X-rays from target room

The same solid angle considerations apply to gamma-rays and X-
rays, i.e. 0.2% of the total inside the target room would appear at
the 5-meter station. This comes out to be approximately 5 x 106
R/br without considering the attenuation of the radiation by the
beam line components. This attenuation factor is estimated to be
I X 10.4 ( i.e. 4 radiation lengths), giving a realistic radiation field
of 500 R/hr.

c. Annihilation gamma.rays

The radiation due to annihilation of positrons at the 5-meter
station is expected to be a small fraction of the gamma-rayand X-
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raybackground fr_m the ORELA. This component of the radiation
field is estimated to be le_ than 1 R/hr at a distance of 1 eJeter
from the beam pipe.

3. Electron Room

a. Neutrons from beam line

The radiation field produced by neutrons arriving in the electron
room has been measured to be less than 1 mR/hr in the direct
beam at an ORELA power of 10 kW.

b. Net|trons from adjacent beam lines

Depending on experimental conditions, the radiation field from
other beam lines due to scattered neutrons has been measured to
be fi'om 1 to 10 mRAar. Higher levels may be encountered, but
ALARA rules require that no personnel be allowed in the
Electron Room.

c. Gamma-rays

The rad;ation field from gamma-rays in the Electron Room has
been measured to be less than 10 mR/hr at contact with the beam
line with no positrons in the beam.

d. Annihilation gamma-rays from 3000 eV positrons

At an ORELA power of 10 kW, the maximum flux of 3000 eV
positrons is estimated to be 1 x 107per second. The radiation field
from this has been measured to be 10 mR/hr at contact with the
beam line.

e. Annihilation gamma-rays from high-energy positrons

The beam of high-energy positrons can be optimized by tuning of
the solenoids with the pulser turned off. The flux of positrons has
been measured to be 10 time, larger than the 3000 eV component,
producing a radiation field of 100 mR/hr at contact. At maximum
ORELA power (50 kW), this could be a factor of 5 times higher,
necessitating Pb shielding to reduce exposure of personnel.

MIIR
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High Voltaize

The following is a list of high voltages in use with the positron beam line:

1. Ion pumps 6000 V @ 200 mA (max.)

2. Pulser 100_ V pulse

3. Pulser power supplies 400 V
10(X_ V

4. Deflector 5000 V outer deflector
.3000 V grids
3000 V einzei lenses

5. TOFMS -3000 V flight tube
-1300 V grid 3
-500 V grids 1 and 2
-40_ V CEMA's

6. NaI(TI) Detector -2500 V Photomultiplier

Heat Sources

Possible safety problems could occur due to overheating of the following
components:

1o Nosepiece. In the case of insufficient cooling water flow or direct
bombardment by the ORELA electron beam the AI housing of the
nosepiece could melt or be punctured, releasing water into the target room
and loss of beam line vacuum.

2. Target Room Solenoid. If the air cooling is insufficient and the TRS is
energized at greater than 200 W, it could become hot enough to melt the
AI wire or Al tubing, possibly causing the loss of beam line vacuum.

3. Solenoids. Damage could result from shorting of the coils in one of the
main transport solenoids. These coils can operate at 200-300 W and some
of them contain phenolic board components which would be damaged by
heat.
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High Pressure

Several components of the positron _acilitypose a high-pressure gas hazard:

1. Cryopump. In the event of a loss of power to the cryopump for more than
30 minutes, the adsorbed gases would boil off and raise the pressure in the
vacuum system. A pressure relief valve on the cryopump is designed to
safely bleed off any overpressure.

2. Compressed Gas Cylinders. These must be properly secured to the wall
or another permanent f'uaure to avt,id movement in case of damage.

Implosion

The entire vacuum system poses a remot:, hazard from implosion, particularly at
glass viewing ports. Otherwige, the beam line is primarily composed of metal (stainless
steel and Al) pipes.

Chemical and FlammabilityHazards

The following items may pose a chemical or flammability hazard:

1. Samples. The samples used in TO.r:MS research consist of small amounts
(mg quantities) of volatile organic compounds such as the following:

a. Alkanes - Methane, butane, heptane, decane, dodecane.

b. Substituted Benzenes - toluene, phenol, chiorobenzene,
nitrobenzene, aniline.

c. Alcohols - methanol, ethanol, decanol.

d. Ketones - acetone, methylethylketone.

2. Solvents. A number of solvents are sometimes used to clean parts of the
system. These include ethanol, acetone, and toluene.

Emergency Actions

While it is not possible to predict the circumstances of every conceivable
emergency, the following are guidelines regarding what actions to take to protect
personnel and equipment:
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1. In the event of a power failure, turn off ali electrical equipment to avoid
problems when power is restored. Close ali isolation valves on the vacuum
system and if a prolonged power outage is expected, vent the beam line
with dry nitrogen.

2. In case of a radiation alarm in the Electron Room, evacuate immediately
and contact health physics. Do not attempt to shut down the beam line.

3. In case of a fire in the beam line or nearby equipment, evacuate the
Electron Room; do not attempt to shut down electrical or vacuum
emlipment. Report the fire immediately to the Fire Department, the
ORELA console, and the Shift Superintendent.

4. In case of a leak of toxic liquid or vapor in the Electron Room, evacuate
immediately and contact Industrial Safety. Do not attempt to shut down
the beam line.

5. In general, remember the following list of priorities:

a. Protect people first. Evacuation is the principal response to a
hazardous situation.

b. Protect the accelerator and the building.

c. Protect the beam line.

d. Protect auxiliary equipment.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to evaluate the hazard classification of the

Positron Beam-Line at the Oak Ridge Electron Linear Accelerator (ORELA) in building

6010 of ORNL, hereinafter called "the facility_.This facility was designed by staff members

of the Analytical Chemistry Division (ACD) with assistance from personnel of the,

Instrumentation and Controls Division (I&C) and the Engineering Physics and

Mathematics Division (EP&M)which operates the ORELA. lt was designed to provide

a beam of mono-energetic positrons for chemistry and physics research with an expected

flux of 10s positrons per second, thus making it competitive with other positron sources

in the U.S. and overseas. The facility utilizes waste gamma-ray energy from the ORELA

which is converted into positrons with a tungsten metal moderator assembly, followed by

magnetic transport of the positron beam over a distance of 11 meters through an

evacuated stainless steel pipe. At the end of the beam-line, the positrons are used in a

variety of experiments including positron ionization mass spectrometry and spectroscopic

measurements of the gamma-rays produced when positrons are injected into solid

materials.

2.0 SUMMARY

The finding of this evaluation is that the facility is a Generally Accepted or Minor

hazard facility.
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3.0 FA_ D_ON

3,1 FACILrFY IX)CATION

The facili_ is located in the basement of building 6010, which lies to the east of

the main ORNL complex, as shown in the attached map (Figure 1). Within the building,

the beam-line occupies flight tube #3, extending from directly behind the ORELA target

'

m the center of the Target Room through the concrete wall of the Target Room, across

the gap at the 5-Meter Station, through the concrete wall separating the Accelerator

Room from the Electron Room, and extending several meters into the Electron Room at

the south-west corner. Figure 2 _,_lowsa scale drawing of the beam-line in an overhead

view. The Target Room, Accelerator Room, and Electron Room are ali approximately 5

meters below grade.

3.2 FACIIXFY LAYOUT '

Figure 2 sho_,'sa complete schematic of the beam-line and Figures 3 thro_agh6 are

blow-ups of the various components of the system. These components are listed below, in

order starting with the tungsten moderator:

1. Moderator Homing. This assembly consists of a water-cooled aluminum

housing which holds a set of tungsten metal plates, representing a total mass of 1 kg of

tungsten. A bridging solenoid is placed around the base of the moderator housing where
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it is connected to the Target Room Solenoid. This solenoid consists of a coil of A1 wire

insulated with steatite beads wound on an Al form.

2. Target Room Solt_noid. This piece is composed of a coil of Al wire

insulated with steafite beads wound around an Al pipe and surrounded by another Al pipe.

The coil is air cooled and has a total length of 4 meters. An Al pulser tube is placed inside

the TRS to accelerate the low-energy positrons to an energy oI_3000 eV. A shadow-bar

of Pb bricks and auxiliary Cu and Pb shielding are attached to the TRS to scatter neutrons

from the ORELA target and prevent them from continuing down the flight path.

3. 5-Meter Station Coils. At the end of the TRS, a set of 6 copper coils

guides the positrons around a gentle S-curve which is necessitated by the angle of the TRS

in the Target Room. These coils weigh approximately20 kg, each, and the entire assembly

of coils, beam pipe, and ion pump is mounted on a rolling platform which can be removed

from the beam-line for maintenance activities. The assembly weighs approximately 200 kg.

4. EleOxon Room Soleaoids. These consist of two pipes which are each 3

meters long wound with Cu wire to make a transport solenoid. The two pipes are enclosed

in a PVC plastic pipe which is contained inside the flight path tube penetrating the 5

meter-thick concrete wall between the Ar.c.elerator Room and the Electron Room.

5. Electron Room Equipment. This consists of an ion pump and gate valve

and several Cu coils at the end of the flight path, as well as experimental chambers and

a cryo-pump for performing positren research.
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3.3 PRINCIPAL PR_E_;

The operation of the beam-line depends on the following processes:

1. Gamma-rays of energy greater than 1 MeV coming from the ORELA

target interact with the W moderator to produce high-energy positron-electron pairs. A

consequence of bombarding the W metal with neutrons from the ORELA target and

gamma-rays of greater than 10 MeV is that radioactive isotopes of W are generated.

2. High-energy positrons are thermalized inside the W metal and emitted with

2-3 eV of kinetic energy.

3. The low-energy positror_ are accelerated by the application of a negative

high-voltage pulse (0-10 k_Q to the pulser tube for a period of 50 nsec synchronous with

the ORELA pulse (up to 800 Hz). The positrons are typically given 3 keV of kinetic

energy.

4. The 3 keV positrons as well as a fraction of high-energy positrom (50-100

keV) are guided by the solenoidal magnetic fields produced by the coils surrounding the

flight tube. The magnetic field strength is typically 50-100 Gauss.

5. When a positron strikes a solid surface, such as in the experimental

chamber, it will annihilate with an electron to produce 2 or 3 gamma-rays with a total

energy of 1.02 MeV. The typical gamma-ray energy is 0.511 MeV. The gamma-rays are

emitted isotropicaUy.

6. The entire beam.line is kept at a pressure of 10.7 Torr by two ion pumps

and a cryo-pump. Rough pumping of the system is aecompli_'aed with a rotary vacuum

pump and cryo-sorptlu,t traps.
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3,4 HAZARD SOURCE INFORMATION

The information for this hazard screening document was taken from the draft of

the "Operating Instructions for ORELA Positron Beam.Line" by D.L.Donohue,

L.D.Hulett, Jr.,andT.A.Lewis. Additional informationwas obtained from discussiom with

the Principal Investigators and ORELA staff.

4.0 HAZARD SCREENING

4.1 HAZARD ID_CATION

See the attached Preliminary Hazard Identification Matrix. The following Hazard

Types were identified for this facility:

1. Radiation Sources. The W moderator plates become radioactive after

exposure to the neutrons and gamma-rays in the Target Room. The principal isotopes

produced are as follows (from ref.1):

mW half-life = 139 days

mTa half-life = 115 days

IS'_Ta half-life = 5 days
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iS>Fa half-life= 0.03days

179W half-life = 0.021 days
J

Of these, lSlW represents the major radio-isotope produced in the W moderator

(estimated amount is 20 times more than the next-largest isotope, lS:'Ta).The isotopes with

half-lives less than 30 days will not be considered here. The estimated production of lg_W

with the ORELA operating at full power (50 kW) for longer than 2 half-lives (260 days)

is 7 x 10TMatoms which will have an activity of approximately 15 Ci at a gamma-ray energy

of 1.83 MeV.

2. Electrical Energy. The solenoids used for guiding the positrons operate at

10-20 amps and up to 20 Volts. Typical operating powers alre in the 100-200 Watts range.

Due to the energy stored in the magnetic fields, an accidental interruption of the current

due to a broken connection could result in a high voltage/high current shock hazard. An

additional high-voltage shock hazard is presented in the Thyratron Pulser circuit which

produces 0-10 kV pulses. Both of these hazards are considered to be standard industrial

hazards which present no hazard to the public or the environment.

3. Thermal Energy. The main solenoids dissipate 100-200 Watts of thermal

energy each when energized. The Target Room Solenoid is not efficiently cooled by

ambient air through being in the Target Room (at about 1 Torr pressure) and must be

cooled bY forced air circulation. Failure of this cooling woul!dresult in melting of certain

TRS components. However, this is considered to be a standard industrial hazard.
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The W Moderator absorbs approximately 15% of the ORELA beam power (50

kW, maximum) or up to 7.5 kW, which must be removed by the cooling water which is

flowing in the moderator housing. Loss of this cooling or direct impingement of the full

ORELA beam on the moderator housing would result in melting of portions of the AI

housing and W moderator plates.

4, Potential Energy, Various parts of the beam-line represent a hazard due

to falling off the track which supports them at 2 meters above the floor level, Routine

maintenance work occasionally requires that the 5-meter coil assembly be pulled to the

side onto a temporary support table, This assembly weighs approximatel 200 kg and would

cause serious injury to personnel performing this maintenance work if it fell to the floor,

This is considered to be a standard industrial hazard,

5, Othe., The beam-line uses a large capacity Cryo-pump for vacuum pumping

at the Electron Room end, These pumps can develop overpressure and an explosion

hazard if the built-in pressure relief valve fails during regeneration or cycling to room

temperature after a power failure, An explosion of such a pump would represent a hazard

to personnel working in the Electron Room, This is considered to be a standard industrial

hazard,

4.2 INITIATING EVENT IDEN'NFICATION

See the attached HAZOP Worksheet, The two hazards identified above which are

not standard industrial hazards can be combined into one scenario, The initiating event for
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this scenario is loss of cooling to the W Moderator assembly or direct impingement of the

ORELA electron beam at maximum power (50 kW), which will produce the same

consequences, i.e. melting of a portion of the W moderator and spread of the lSlW

radioactivity. There are several means of protection against such an event:

1. A flow-sensor interlock turns off the ORELA beam if the cooling water

flow to the W moderator falls below acceptable levels.

2. The ORELA operating procedures require that the ORELA target be in

place,.

3. The electron beam must first melt through approximately 1/4 inch of Al

housing and vaporize approximately 100 g of water before the W plates are reached. The

production of Al and water vapors would defocus the ORELA beam and attenuate its

power, thus making it unlikely that sufficient power would reach the W plates to vaporize

them.

4.3 SCENARIO DEVEIX)PMENT

. See the attached Hazard Classification Input Form. The scenario involves either

loss of cooling or direct impingement of _he ORELA electron beam on the W moderator

assembly. Within a few seconds, the beam power incident on the Al housing would raise

the metal to its melting point and would vaporize the water contained in that part of the

housing. In a worst-case situation, this process would also melt a portion of the W

moderator plates, producing an aerosol of W metal particles, possibly as W oxides due to

chemical reaction with the cooling water. An estimated 10% of the total W metal mass
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could be vaporized in such an event. This would contain 10% of the 181Wradionuclide

inventory, or 1.5 Ci, assuming that the ORELA had been operating at full power for 260

days. The intense thermal pulse would proat,_,cca cloud of water vapor mixed with

particulate matter from the Al housing and W moderator plates. This cloud would disperse

inside the Target Room as well as inside the beam-line which is held at a vacuum of

typically 1 x 10.7Torr.

If this amount of mW (1.5 Ci) becomes evenly dispersed inside the beam-line

pipework, approximately 20% of it would deposit in the Electron Room end, presenting

a radiation hazard to anyone working there. The radiationlevel due to this amountof 18_W

is calculated to be 380 mR/br at a distance of 1 meter from the beam-line. The

assumptions which went into this calculation are as follows:

1. The activity in the Electron Room would be 20% of 1.5 Ci or 0.3 Ci = 9

X 10 9 gamma-rays per second emitted isotropically.

2. This activity was treated as a point source and the number of gamma-rays

intercepted by 1 cm2 at a distance of 100 cm was found to be 7.2 x 10_ per second or 2.6

x 10s per hour.

3. The linear absorption coefficient for water at a gamma-ray energy of 1.83

MeV was found to be 0.05. The fraction absorbed by a 1 cm length of water was, therefore

= 0.05.

4. The energy deposited in 1 cm3 of water was found to be 38 erg/hr, which

converts to 0.38 Rad/br, or 0.38 Rem/br using a quality factor of 1 for gamma-rays.
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Therefore, under the worst-case conditions, a worker in the Electron Room would

receive a dose of 380 mR/br, or 3.04 Rem in an 8-hour shift. There would be a number

of indicators that something was wrong, including radiation monitors in the Electron

Room, as well as the loss of vacuum in the beam-line and the shut-down of the ORELA

by poor pressure in the Target Room and loss of cooling water to the target. These factors

would alert the worker to leave the area, which could be accomplished in about 1 minute,

resulting in a total dose of 7 toRero.

The above calculation has several flaws, ali of which would tend to overestimate

the radiation hazard:

1. lt is unlikely that the ORELA beam would have enough power to vaporize

the W metal (melting point = 3370° C) after melting the Al housing and encountering the

cooling water inside.

2. Even if a substantial amount of W was vaporized, most of it would deposit

in the Target room. Based on solid angle considerations, only 10-20% would go back up

the beam-line pipe rather than the 100% assumed in the sc,enado.

3. Of that amount which entered the beam-line pipe, the deposition along the

walls would probably follow an inverse-square law rather than deposit uniformly over the

entire interior surface. This would reduce the amount reaching the Electron Room end

to less than 1% of the total, rather than the 20% used in the calculation.

4. The calculation does not assume an extended source, nor does it take into

account shielding by the pipe walls or flanges or solenoids surrounding the pipe.
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Therefore, using a more realistic calculation, it is unlikely that any worker would

receive more than 500 mRem for an 8-hour shift, or more than 1 mRem in the time

_11 needed for evacuation from the area.

4.4 CONSF_UENCE D_ATION

4.4.1 ON-SITE

i

The consequences of this scenario would include the following:

1. Contamination of the Target Room and positron beam-line components

with approximately 1.5 Ci of mW.

2. Exposure of personnel working in the Electron Room to as much as 3 Rem

during an 8-hour shift.

There would be no release of radioactivity to the environment.

4.4.2 OFF-SITE

There would be no consequences off-site.
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4.5 _ HAZARD CLASSIFICATION

There would be negligible impact from this facility on personnel or the

environment both on-site and off-site. Therefore, this facility represents a Generally-

Accepted (or Minor) hazard.

5.0 SAFETY DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

5.1 ADDITIONAL SAFE'I_ DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED

This facility requires a Safety Review/Safety Assessment document and

Review/Approval by MMES System Safety Engineering.

5.2 ANAI,YSlS ASSUMPTIONS AND OPERATING LIMITS

The assumptions used in this analysis are covered in section 4.3.

6.0 MATERIALSAND HAZARDS THAT OOULD _ OTHER FACI/.ITIES

This evaluation has not identified any materials or hazards that could affect other

facilities.
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V

Figure 3. Close-up of W Moderator Assembly.
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Figure 4. Target Room Solenoid.
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Figure 5. 5-meter Station Solenoids.
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Figure 6. Electron Room Solenoids.
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Figure 7. Electron Room Equipment.
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Distrlbut;_on of Induced Activity in Tungsten Targets"

R. J. DONAHUE AND W. R.. NELSON

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Stanford, California 94809

T_ble 1. Induced radionuclide properties of a natural tungsten target.
,i

Reaction End Product ltalf Life (days) F (R/ht-m2) *
,,.

Js_W(-r,n) lslW

Is3W('_ ,2n) 181W 130 3.3 x 10 -17

;s3W(- r ,p) 182Ta 115 1.7 x 10 -Is

164W('y ,p) lS3Ta 5 3.3 x 10 -is

ls6W(- r ,p) 18STa 0.03 1.0 x 10 -18

lS°W('r ,n) 179W 0.021 2.5 x 10 -19
ii , i

• Assumes activity is at s_turation with no decay, 1 e-/sec incident on a

thick target. Normalized per MeV of incident beam energy (taken from Ref.

1).

{N_tur_l} Tunqsten hctlvlty

_ 10°

•_ 10"1
.. )_.

.g

10.2

10"3 0 2 4 8 8 10
OEPTH¢_|

Figure 8. Nuclide distribution u • |u_ctio_ of depth.
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Table 3.2. Useful equations (continued) •

(3) G.,_, ,Ray Absorption

• The follo_r_ng s_ols _11 be used _u _hi_ section:

I - original radiation exposure rateo

I - attenuated radiation exposure rate

-i 0.693
- linear absorption coefficient (c_n ) -

b/0" mass absorption coefficient (cm2/b_z)

0 - absorber density (gm/cm 3)

x - absorber thickness (cre)

x_ = half-value layer of absorber (cre)

• = base of natural logarithms (2.718 . . .)

b - "buildup" factor

For monoenergetic or monochromatic narrov-beam radiation:

-_x -(_/p)(o) (x)
I-Ie or I-Ie

O O

For monoenergetic or monochromatic vide-beam radiation:

I - bi • -_x
0

(4) Neutron Absorvtion (for a coll_Jnated beam of monoenergetic neutrons)

--aNx where I 1 initial neutron intensitiesI-Ie
0 0

I - final neutron intensities

N - number of atoms per cc in
the absorber

o - cross section (square
cent_neters)

x - thickness of absorber (cre)

• - base of the uatural logarithm

(2.718 . . .)

Since this equation is only au approx£nmtion of neutron attenuation,
average neutron energies can be used for deternL_ning the value of o.

The equation is not accurate enough to Justify the use of neutron
buildup factors.
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Table 5.1. Mass _ttenuation coefficients (Continued)

i i I i ] 1EaerlWPh°C°u, SLO_ _aZ , Atr c,receC°n" Usso_O'SN Boue _ style.e[ _ , Glasl _

kev 17 1
10 19.0 139. 6.99 26.9 5.76 20.3 5.27 2.15 3.25 2.01 2.76 •
15 5.73 67.6 1.55 8.26 1.76 6.32 1.63 0.755 1.06 0.728 0.923 5.16
20 2.69 22.3 0.752 3.59 0.869 2.79 0.793 .426 0.551 .620 .692 2.25
30 0.859 7.65, .369 1.19 .391 0.962 .373 ,259 .298 .266 .277 0.786

AO .663 19.3 .2_8 0.605 .276 512 .268 .217 .236 .226 .223 .631
50 .318 10.7 .208 .392 .231 .349 .227 .199 .208 .209 .200 .302
60 .252 6.62 .188 .295 .208 .276 .205 .188 .193 .198 .187 .262
80 .194 3.12 .167 .213 .185 .209 ,183 .173 .176 .183 .171 .190

100 .169 1.72 .156 .179 .171 .180 .170 .163 .164 .172 .161 .166
150 .160 0.625 .136 .1_ .150 .169 .169 .165 .146 .L$& .163 .139
200 .126 .336 .123 .127 .137 .133 .136 .132 .133 .1_0 .130 .125
300 .108 .167 .i07 .108 .118 .116 .118 .115 .115 .122 .113 .107

_,00 .0959 .117 .0956 .0963 .106 .102 .105 .103 .103 .109 .101 .0956
500 .087& .0955 .0870 .0877 .0965 .0927 .0960 .0938 .0961 .0995 .0921 .0870
600 .0808 .0826 .0805 .0810 .0893 .0857 .0888 .0868 .0871 .0921 .0852 .0804
800 .0707 .0676 .0707 .0709 .0783 .0752 .0779 .0763 .0765 .0809 .0749 .0704
MeV .0633

1.0 .0636 .0586 .0636 .0637 .070& .0676 .0700 .0685 .0687 .0727 .0673
1.5 .0518 .0469 .0518 .0519 .0573 .0550 .0570 .0558 .0559 .0592 .0568 .0516
2.0 .0t._7 .0413 .0_45 .0448 .0492 .0473 .0_89 .0678 .0480 .0507 .0470 .0_A4
3.0 .0363 .0366 00358 .0365 .0396 .0383 .0393 .0383 .0385 .0405 .0377 .0361

4 .0317 .0351 .0308 .0319 .03AO .0331 .0337 .0327 .0329 .03/,5 .0322 .0316
5 .0287 .03_6 .0275 .0290 .0303 .0297 .0300 .0290 .0292 .0305 .0286 .0282
6 ,0266 .0347 .0252 .0270 .0277 .0276 .0276 .0263 .0266 .0277 .0260 .0263
O .02_I .0355 .0223 .0265 .0263 .02_ .0260 .0228 .0232 .0239 .0227 .0237

10 .0226 .0368 .0204 .0231 .0222 .0226 .0219 .0206 .0211 .0215 .0206 .0222
15 .0209 .0_,O2 .0181 .0215 .0194 .020#, .0192 .0176 .0182 .0182 .0178 .0204
20 .0203 .0433 .0170 .0210 .0182 .019_ .0179 .0162 .0168 .0166 .0164 .0198
30 .0202 .OASk .0162 .0210 .0172 .0189 .0168 .01_9 .0157 .015l .0153 .0295

AO .0204 .0520 .0161 .0213 .0169 .0189 .0165 .01_#, .0153 .01_5 .0168 0198
50 .0208 .05&8 .0161 .0218 .0168 .0190 .0164 .0162 .0151 .0162 .01_7 .0201
60 .0212 .0571 .0162 .0222 .0169 .0193 .0165 .0162 .0151 .0161 .0147 .0204
80 .0218 .0605 .0165 .0229 .0171 .0197 .0167 .0142 .0152 .0l_l .01_8 .0210

LO0 .022_ .0629 .0168 .0235 .0176 .0201 .0170 .01&A .015_ .0162 .0150 .0215
150 .0234 .0670 .0174 .0267 .0180 .0210 .0175 .01_7 .0159 .0165 .0154 .0225
200 .02_I .0695 .0179 .0256 .0186 .0215 .0179 .0150 .0162 .01_7 .0157 .0232
300 .0250 .072_ .0185 .0264 .0190 .0223 ,0185 .0155 .0167 .0152 .0162 .0260

AO0 .0256 .07_I .0189 ,0269 .019A .0228 .0189 .0158 .0171 .0155 .0166 .02_5
500 .0260 .0752 .0192 .0273 .0197 .0231 .0192 .0160 .0173 .0157 .0168 .02_9
600 .0262 .0760 .019_ .0276 .0199 .0233 .0196 .0162 .0175 .0159 .0170 .0252
800 .0266 .0771 .0197 .0281 .0202 .0237 .0197 .0165 .0178 .0161 .0173 .0256
GeV .017_ .0258

I .0269 .0778 .0199 .0283 .0204 .0239 .0199 .0166 .0180 .0163
1.5 .0273 .0789 .0202 .0287 ,0207 .0263 .0202 .0169 .0182 ,0165 .0177 .0262
2 .0275 .079& .020_ .0290 ,0209 .02_5 .0203 .0171 .018_ .0167 .0179 .0264
3 .0278 .0800 .0206 .0292 .0211 .0267 .0205 .0173 .0186 ,0169 .0181 .0267

6 .0279 .0803 .0207 .029_ .0212 .0269 .0206 .017& .0187 ,0170 .0182 .0268
5 .0280 .0805 .0208 .0295 .0213 .0269 .0207 .017& .0188 .0170 .0183 .0269
6 .0281 .0807 .0208 .0295 .0213 .0250 .0208 .0175 .0188 .0171 .0183 .0269
8 .0281 .0808 .0209 .0296 .021_ .0251 .0208 .0175 .0189 .0172 .018_ ,0270

10 ,0282 .0809 .0209 ,0297 .02tA .0251 .0209 .0176 .0189 ,0172 .018_ .0271
15 .0283 ,0811 .0210 .0298 .0215 .0252 .0209 .0176 .0190 .0173 .0185 .0271
20 .0283 .0812 .0210 ,0298 .0215 .0252 .0210 .0177 .0190 .0173 .0185 .0272
30 .0283 .0813 .0211 .0298 .0216 .0253 .0210 .0177 .0191 .0173 .0185 .0272

AO .028& .0813 .0211 .0299 .0216 .0253 .0210 .0177 .0191 .0173 .0186 .0272
50 .0284 .0814 .021l .0299 .0216 .0253 .0210 .0177 .0191 .0173 .0186 .0272
60 .0284 .081_ .0211 .0299 .0216 .0253 .0210 .0177 .0191 .OL7A .0186 .0273
80 ,0284 .0815 .0211 .0299 .0216 .0253 .0210 .0178 .0191 .017_ .0186 " .0273

.... _

100 .028k .0815 .0211 .0299 .0216 .0253 .0211 . .0178 .OZYt .ut_- .0i_& .....

• K edse o! 1odtne°'33. 2keV 5.69,30.9.



Table 5.2. Values of the mass energy-absorption coefflcien_s

Photon Mass energy-absorption coefficient, (_,,/p), cma/g

Energy
(MEV) Water Air Compact Muscle

Bone

0.010 4.89 4.66 19.0 4.96
.015 1.32 1.29 ' 5.89 1.36

.020 0.523 0.516 2.51 0.544
.030 .147 .147 0.743 .154

.040 .0647 .0640 .305 .0677

.050 .0394 .0384 .158 .0409

.060 .0304 .0292 .0979 .0312

.080 .0253 .0236 .0520 .0255

.I0 .0252 .0231 .0386 .0252

.15 .0278 .0251 .0304 .0276

,20 ,0300 .0268 .0302 .0297
.30 .0320 .0288 .0311 .0317
.40 .0329 .0296 .0316 .0325

.50 .0330 .0297 .0316 .0327

.60 .0329 ,0296 .0315 .0326

,80 .0321 .0289 .0306 .0318
1.0 .0311 .0280 .0297 .0308
1.5 .0283 .0255 .0270 .0281

2.0 .0260 .0234 .0248 .0257

3.0 .0227 .0205 .0219 .0225

4.0 .0205 .0186 .0199 .0203
5.0 .0190 .0173 .0186 .0188

6.0 .0180 .0163 .0178 .0178
8.0 .0165 .0150 .0165 .0163

10.0 .0155 .O14J+ .0159 .0154

From: Physical Aspects of Irradiation (NBS Handbook No. 85
(Washington, D.C.: Supt. of Does., U.S. Government

Printing Office, Mar. 1964, p. 3.)

Table 5.3 Mass absorption coefficients for air and elements

found in construction materials

I , ....,

Energy. _',taaa absorption coefficienta, _,_ cmZ/g

MeV Air Concre.te Ix'on Calcium Silicon Aluminum Oxygen

0.1 0 151 0.169 0.344 0.238 0.172 0.161 0.151
0.3 0,106 0.107 0.106 0.109 0,107 0.'103 0.107
0.5 0.0_468 0.0870 0.0828 0.0876 0.0869 0.0840 0.0870
0.6 0.0804 0.0804 0.0762 0.0809 O.080Z 0.0777 t, 0806 '
0.8 0.0706 0.0706 0.0664 0.0708 0.0706 0.068_J 0.0708
1.0 0.06-IS O n_._.6 n n_a¢ n n_qA _ n_.,,, O.GG-'4 O.OG;;_............ v .. vv, • v. vvw_#

1.5 0.0517 0.0517 0.04155 0.0518 0.0517 0.0500 0.0518
2.0 0.0445 0.0445 0.042¢ 0.0451 0.0447 0.04Z3 0.0445

].25






